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Team Innovation
Every year, Spectrum School decides on a theme which unites the 

school and guides as a unique lens for pursuing inquiry. This year John 
Spencer’s book Vintage Innovation was chosen as a guiding text and the 

theme for the 2020-2021 school year. Rotating teacher leaders 
presented the ways in which they achieved Spencer’s suggestions during 
our professional development time, by breaking apart our work chapter 

by chapter. 
This presentation is the culmination of that year of work. We call it a 
digital showcase; sharing the ways in which students and teachers were 

Vintage Innovators this year! 



Showcase Index
Spencer’s Chapters As a Focus

1. In a World of Constant Change, Our Students Need to Be Divergent Thinkers 
2.  In an Automated World, Our Students Need to use Analog Tools

3. In a World of Artificial Intelligence, Our Students Need Philosophy 
4. In a Connected World, Our Students Need Empathy  

5. In a World of Social Media, Our Students Need to be Citizen Journalists 
6. In a Globalized World, Our Students Need to Embrace the Local Community

7. In a World of Augmented Reality, Our Students Need Imagination 
8. In a World of Virtual Reality, Our Students Need to Study Nature 
9. In a Distracted World, Our Students Need to Engage in Deep Work

10. In a World of Endless Possibilities, Our Students Need to be Curious
11. In a World of Instant Information, Our Students Need to be Curators



In a World of Constant Change, Our Students Need 
to Be Divergent Thinkers 

 Tammie:  Weekly Divergent Thinking 
Challenges 

The Great Yeti Escape #1!
The Great Yeti Escape #2!

 

https://youtu.be/lymvTv7xzeM
https://youtu.be/lymvTv7xzeM
https://youtu.be/t984hUZ6aUU
https://youtu.be/BCxnd3uLZeY


In a World of Constant Change, Our Students Need 
to Be Divergent Thinkers 

Middle School students 
worked in teams to 
brainstorm as many 
descriptors for 
“properties of matter” 
as they possibly could, 
earning points for 
unique entries. Here is 
their list:



In an Automated World, Our Students Need to use 
Analog Tools

BRAKHAGE Haiku
In a four-week-long workshop with New Genres Art Space, Intermediate Elementary  
students created a Stan Brakhage inspired flip book animations, accompanied by 
beautiful Haiku poems created by each student individually - the intersection of 
technology and nature.
https://youtu.be/JgiScuCidYo

“When students are making things by hand, they are a part of the entire process.”

https://youtu.be/JgiScuCidYo


In an Automated World, Our Students Need to use 
Analog Tools

Appreciating the importance 
of writing and penmanship
● Why Write Ted Talk
● Student constructed 

penmanship exercises

“When students are making things by hand, they are a part of the entire process.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85bqT904VWA


In a World of Artificial Intelligence, Our Students 
Need Philosophy   

Aubrey’s Youtube Explanation
Flip Grids of Readings of Tuesdays with Morrie 
Writing Pieces. Flipgrid Videos HERE (code below)

“As educators, we shouldn’t limit our sources to 
famous philosophers. Our students can explore the 
writing, speeches, and the art of activists from 
marginalized groups who raised hard philosophical 
questions in order to spark change in the world.” pg 87

https://flipgrid.com/66cca55b


In a Connected World, Our Students Need Empathy 

School wide celebration of World Kindness Day in November 13
Middle School supporting PreK at recess

Hundreds of dollars raised in coin for Leukemia and Lymphoma Society
Letters to Veterans for Veterans’ Day

Middle School Boys Speak Out Against Child Labor 
Advocacy for Marine Mammals 

Kindness Bench 

https://youtu.be/ux_WjMKyhtg


In a Connected World, Our Students Need Empathy 



In a Connected World, Our Students Need Empathy 

Spectrum School supports Pennies for Patients 
during March in honor of local blood cancer survivors. 
Students bring donations to school or collect online.



In a Globalized World, Our Students Need to 
Embrace the Local Community 

A HUGE THANK YOU

from Ellis School!
 

Families! Please read a small excerpt from the Thank You letter sent to us from Ellis School 
Counselor Lindsey Funk, and click the button below to read the full Thank You letter, which 

includes drawings from the students:

"Your generous donations of coats, hats, gloves, scarves, boots, and shoes are more than we 
could have hoped for and went to some of the most in need families that are in the Rockford 

area. YOu all are amazing! I wish I could have recorded the reactions of some of the students 
when they were fitted for a new coat. Their looks of excitement and pure joy are more than I 

could ever explain. And that is because of all of you! Thank you, thank you, thank you for helping 
to make some students' seasons a little bit brighter and warmer with your generosity and 

kindness!

Sincerely,
Lindsey Funk - Ellis School Counselor



In a World of Social Media, Our Students Need to 
be Citizen Journalists   

Middle School 
Newspaper

For a second year in a row 
our middle school produced 

a weekly newspaper 
distributed digitally to our 

whole community.  
2nd, 3rd, and 
4th Editions 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W33jqZmx0hBHDdGTiGi9z-VkgivbVnNh/view?usp=sharing


In a World of Augmented Reality, Our Students 
Need Imagination 

“When children spend hours reading, they are also spending 
time imagining, which over time, develop into the skills and 
habits they will need for a lifetime” (p.155)

Students spend extended time in books of their choosing 
following a daily minilesson that focuses on comprehension, 

analysis, or word work.



In a World of Virtual Reality, Our Students Need 
to Study Nature 

Intermediate students explored the herbs outside in the garden, identifying their scents, 
uses, and sketching them into a ‘zine.

“We need to create green spaces that inspire students to observe and ask 
questions….there is something deeply relevant in learning to slow down and pay attention 

to the natural world” (p.147)



In a Distracted World, Our Students Need to 
Engage in Deep Work

-Slowing Down
-Focus on Voice and Choice

-Structure inspires creativity 

Early Elementary -
Watching 5-7 year olds interest in the Perseverance rover landing on Mars, we 

decided to research Mars and the rest of the solar system in depth. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pa9Sed65Qz8


In a World of Endless Possibilities, Our Students 
Need to be Curious  

In Middle School, we 
engage in simple science 

labs that foster 
students “what if” 

approach, having them 
change variables out of 

curiosity for the 
different outcomes. 



In a World of Instant Information, Our Students 
Need to be Curators

Intermediate Elementary explored ocean life 
during our “Marine Mission”. It was an 
opportunity to practice geography skills, 
compare and contrast whale species as well 
as become aware of threats to this natural 
resource. During our interdisciplinary unit we 
chose areas of interest to research together 
and become “ocean ambassadors”. 

“Curation is the bridge between consuming and creating”

https://flipgrid.com/s/vFxHMT-xLoVZ_tFb

https://flipgrid.com/s/vFxHMT-xLoVZ_tFb

